
NAPOLEON THE WAR HERO ESSAY

Free Essay: Napoleon a Hero Hero A person noted for feats of courage or nobility of His theories about waging war, his
conduct of campaigns, and battlefield.

As many people believe Napoleon is a hero, there are many that consider him a tyrant. Helena in the southern
Atlantic. Search our content:. Should Napoleon Bonaparte be considered as a hero. His was the rule that ended
lawlessness in France after the revolution Louis,  Napoleon was laid to rest in May after fighting with
persistent ill health. The system offered scholarships and strict discipline and outperformed its European
counterparts. He also led France to become a dominant nation in the world. The army, just 30, strong,
disgruntled and underfed, was soon turned around by the young military commander. Bonaparte published two
newspapers, which were apparently for troops but most of France was reading them under that cover. He
defeated four Austrian generals in succession, each at impossible odds, and forced Austria and it's allies to
make peace. He was initially buried in St. The view by others that he was a ruthless and sadistic leader, who
created war for his personal gain was well expressed by Guillamme de Prosper-Barante, "He never wished to
be justified. It provided the definitive image of the warrior ruler that publicity-conscious Bonaparte was then
eager to promote Moore, , p. It takes weakness to chase them out of the country, but it takes strength to
assimilate them. He was also a great enlightened monarch-a civil executive of enormous capacity who
changed French institutions and tried to reform the intuitions of Europe and give the Continent a common law.
Essay - Napoleon Bonaparte: Hero or Tyrant. He is shrewd, tough, clear-sighted, experienced, and able to
handle adversity in a well equipped manner. Everywhere there are spies of the police. Where French
Revolutionary armies had passed before, overturning feudal and ecclesiastical institutions, there Napoleonic
rule had a firmer grip. A plebiscite was a national referendum, for which voters were not allowed to debate the
issues involved. What is a hero. The Napoleonic Code followed Napoleon's new constitution, which created
the first consul â€” a position which amounted to nothing less than a dictatorship. In exile on St Helena , he
said: I care only for people who are useful to meâ€” and only so long as they are useful.


